W060 – Performance Concept in Building

Invitation for W060 Commission Meeting in Wellington, 4 April 2001

by

George Ang, Coordinator of W060

Invitation
Herewith I have the pleasure to invite you for the 2001, W060 Annual Meeting that is arranged in conjunction with the CIB World Congress 2001 in Wellington, New Zealand. The Annual W060 Meeting will be held in the afternoon of Wednesday 4 April 2001 (14.00 - 17.00) at the Congress Venue (the Wellington Convention Centre).

Proposed Agenda
We propose the following agenda:

- Opening and welcome (George Ang)
- Presentations of project results (Greg Foliente, Marleen Hermans, Francoise Szigeti)
- Presentation of EU-Network Programme on Performance Based Building (Wim Bakens)
- Break; coffee and tea
- W060 Website (David Wyatt/Fried Augenbroe)
- W060 and its relationships to the work of other committees:
  - W060 and TG37 Performance Based Building Regulatory Systems (Beth Tubbs)
  - W060 and W092 Procurement Systems (Steve Rowlinson)
  - W060 and W102 Information and Knowledge Management (Colin Davidson)
  - W060 and W104 Open Building Implementation (Frits Scheublin and Rob Geraedts)
  - W060 and ISO/TC59/SC3 proposal new WG14 (Gerald Davis and George Ang)
- Summary and closure.

Further Information regarding the Agenda

Reports on ongoing projects
Reports of on-going activities and W060 projects by the project-leaders/co-leaders and follow-up actions on the way to CIB publications:

- Project 3. Economic Benefits as a consequence of the Performance Approach by project-leader Marleen Hermans and Herman Tempelmans Plat. Presentation by Marleen Hermans.
- Project 5. Strategic Real Estate Performance and Serviceability by co-leaders Marleen Hermans and Gerald Davis. This project is postponed.
- Project 6. Performance Based Procurement by co-leaders Lee Quah (former Co-ordinator W70, George Ang and Steve Rowlinson (Co-ordinator W092 Procurement Systems). Discussion based upon first draft. Presentation by George Ang.

Projects 2, 3 and 4 are projects related to the PBB (Performance Based Building) Priority Theme and will be presented in the plenary session on Thursday 5 April as well.

**W060 Website**
Fried Augenbroe (University of Tecnology, Georgia USA) and David Wyatt (University of Brighton, UK) have been active in setting up the W060 Website. Links to CIB will be established and the TG37 Co-ordinator Beth Tubbs has indicated that TG37 might be interested in linking their Webpage to the W060 Website. David and/or Fried will prepare a presentation.

**W060’s relationships with other Commissions**
- W060 and TG37 - Performance Based Building Regulations
  W060 will invite the Co-ordinator Beth Tubbs (International Conference of Building Officials ICBO, USA) to present the fundamentals of her paper “CIB and Performance-Based Building Regulations” and the TG 37 proposal/workplan (prepared by Tubbs / Bergeron / Hirano) and discuss relevant options of co-operation and interaction between W060 and TG37.
  In the previous W060 Meeting (April 2000) the main shared area of interest appeared to be the establishing of Performance Based Objectives and Standard Requirements. For more information, the papers from TG37 sub committees can be found on their Website [http://www.icbo.org/Code_Talk/CIBTG](http://www.icbo.org/Code_Talk/CIBTG) and links to CIB and IRCC are also on the Website now.
- W060 and W092 - Procurement Systems
  W060 will invite the Co-ordinator Steve Rowlinson (University of Hong Kong) to present the vision and on-going activities of W092 and discuss the possible interaction with W060 on the project-issue of Performance Based Procurement.
- W060 and W102 - Information and Knowledge Management
  W060 has invited Co-ordinator Colin Davidson to present the W102 vision and on-going activities. W102 is interested in sharing experience with W060 members in order to develop responses that correspond to a real understanding of the stakes. Nowadays, much can be done by electronic communication and a W102 list server can be found at [http://www.cibat.qc.ca/list](http://www.cibat.qc.ca/list) (sign up under the W102 option).
W060 and W104 - Open Building Implementation

In the CIB conference back in September 1999 the initiative was taken for a joint project with W060 “Open Building and Performance Specification”. Project-leader Rob Geraedts (Technical University Delft, Netherlands) stated that the objective is to develop a decision making tool that deals with:

- Performance Specification of users demand on different decision levels on the one hand and
- Assessment of the market supply on the different plan levels on the other hand.

The results of this joint project will form the performance specification of a decision making tool that can be computerised. Stephen Kendall, Frits Scheublin and Rob Geraedts have submitted W104 papers for oral presentation (see below).

W060 and ISO/TC59/SC3

In the November 2000 Meeting, a new work item has been proposed in a document titled “59/3 N 463 Proposal for new work: Performance Standards in Building - Levels of Functional Requirements and Levels of Serviceability - Part 1; Principles”, to be carried out in a new Working Group 14. W060-Member Gerald Davis is supposed to be the convenor of the proposed Working Group 14. As CIB observer/liaison in ISO/TC59/SC3, George Ang already has expressed that CIB is supportive towards this proposal. As Deputy Director of the Dutch Government Building Agency he also asked the Netherlands Standards Institute (NNI) to vote yes on this ISO-document for the new work item. Gerald Davis will provide us with further information.

Convening Panel at the CIB World Building Congress Stream 2 “Client Expectations, and Methods of its Measurement”

- George Ang has prepared an Introduction paper for the sessions within Congress Stream 2 “Client Expectations and Methods of its Measurement”. The paper is still a draft that needs processing in order to become final. There were 18 W060- and other CIB experts who responded to the first version and we are grateful for their valuable comments and suggestions. The draft will be provided as a hand-out at the sessions as to facilitate the introduction of the sessions.
- A Time Schedule has been prepared for 38 oral and poster presentations. There are 10 poster presentations (seperate session on Monday afternoon 2 April) and 28 oral presentations in 7 sessions on Monday 2 April, Tuesday 3 April and Wednesday 4 April.
- 8 W060 colleagues will be presenting their papers in this stream: Aygun, Barrett, Ciribini, Wyatt, Geraedts, Huovila, Davis, and Ang.

More Information

For more information, please contact:
George K.I. Ang, Co-ordinator W060
Government Building Agency, IPC 440
P.O. Box 20952
2500 EZ The Hague
The Netherlands
Tel.: +31.70.3391657
Email: george.ang@dot.rgd.minvrom.nl